THE ROAD

What do you think about the road by jack london the road is jack london's collection of
stories from his life as a hobo. in this entertaining collection of tales and
autobiographical essays, london relates every aspect of the hobo's life -- from catching a
train to cadging a meal. the wealth of experiences and the necessity of having to lie for a
living brought depth london's subsequent stories. in "the road," jack lond the road is jack
london's collection of stories from his life as a hobo. in this entertaining collection of
tales and autobiographical essays, london relates every aspect of the hobo's life -- from
catching a train to cadging a meal. the wealth of experiences and the necessity of having
to lie for a living brought depth london's subsequent stories. in "the road," jack london
relates the tricks that hobos used to evade train crews, and reminisces about his travels
with kelly's army. jack london later credited his story-telling skill to the hobo's necessity
of concocting tales to coax meals from sympathetic strangers. ...more
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THE ROAD TO LITTLE DRIBBLING: MORE NOTES FROM A SMALL
ISLAND (NOTES FROM A SMALL ISLAND #2)
over twenty years ago, bill bryson went on a trip around britain to celebrate the
green and kindly island that had become his home. the hilarious book he wrote
about that journey, notes from a small island, became one of the most loved books
of recent decades, and was voted in a bbc poll as the book that best represents
britain. now, for his first travel book in fifteen ye over twenty years ago, bill
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bryson went on a trip around britain to celebrate the green and kindly island that
had become his home. the hilarious book he wrote about that journey, notes from
a small island, became one of the most loved books of recent decades, and was
voted in a bbc poll as the book that best represents britain. now, for his first travel
book in fifteen years, bryson sets out again, on a long-awaited, brand-new journey
around the uk. ...more

MIDDLE-EARTH MUSIC, INCLUDING: BURZUM, BO HANSSON,
MISTY MOUNTAIN HOP, THE BATTLE OF EVERMORE, BLIND
GUARDIAN, SUMMONING (BAND), NIGHTFALL IN MIDDLE-EARTH,
THE ROAD GOES EVER ON, BILBO'S LAST SONG, GLASS HAMMER,
SHAGRAT (BAND), BATTLELORE, ERRANTRY
please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available
from wikipedia or other free sources online. hephaestus books represents a new
publishing paradigm, allowing disparate content sources to be curated into
cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to date, this content has been curated
from wikipedia articles and images under creative common please note that the
content of this book primarily consists of articles available from wikipedia or
other free sources online. hephaestus books represents a new publishing paradigm,
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allowing disparate content sources to be curated into cohesive, relevant, and
informative books. to date, this content has been curated from wikipedia articles
and images under creative commons licensing, although as hephaestus books
continues to increase in scope and dimension, more licensed and public domain
content is being added. we believe books such as this represent a new and exciting
lexicon in the sharing of human knowledge. this particular book is a collaboration
focused on middle-earth music.more info: "do not laugh but once upon a time (my
crest has long since fallen) i had a mind to make a body of more or less connected
legend, ranging from the large and cosmogonic to the level of romantic fairystory... the cycles should be linked to a majestic whole, and yet leave scope for
other minds and hands, wielding paint and music and drama. absurd." -j.r.r.
tolkien .more

THE ADOBO ROAD COOKBOOK: A FILIPINO FOOD JOURNEY-FROM FOOD BLOG, TO FOOD
TRUCK, AND BEYOND [FILIPINO COOKBOOK, 99 RECIPES]
in the adobo road cookbook, marvin gapultos, a food blogger-turned-gourmet food trucker, brings the exotic—yet
easy to make—flavors of the philippines into your home. with a distinct lack of filipino restaurants to be found, the
road to great filipino food begins and ends at home. in his debut cookbook, marvin demonstrates that filipino
cuisine can be prepared in any kitche in the adobo road cookbook, marvin gapultos, a food blogger-turned-gourmet
food trucker, brings the exotic—yet easy to make—flavors of the philippines into your home. with a distinct lack
of filipino restaurants to be found, the road to great filipino food begins and ends at home. in his debut cookbook,
marvin demonstrates that filipino cuisine can be prepared in any kitchen—from manila to los angeles and
everywhere in-between. marvin interprets traditional filipino flavors with equal parts kitchen savvy and street
smarts—providing easy-to-follow, tried-and-true recipes that serve as a guide to the pleasures of filipino cooking.
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the nearly 100 recipes in these pages pave a culinary road trip that transports home cooks to the roadside food
stalls, bars and home kitchens of the philippines, to the hungry streets of l.a., and even into the kitchens of marvin's
grandmother, mother and aunties. a highly personal take on traditional filipino cooking, the adobo road cookbook
boasts a tantalizing mix of native filipino flavors, as well as influences from spain, mexico, china, and the u.s. from
chapters featuring surefire entertaining foods like filipino bar food, street food and cocktails to a complete section
of adobo recipes, both traditional and with a twist, the recipes found in the adobo road cookbook express marvin's
unique approach to cooking. all of his recipes emphasize their authentic filipino roots, taking advantage of
traditional island flavors for which the philippines is rightly renowned. recipes include: slow-braised pork belly
and pineapple adobo spicy sizzling pork (sisig) salmon and miso sour soup (sinigang) chili crab spring rolls
(lumpia) coconut milk risotto with kabocha squash and long beans chicken adobo pot pies sweet corn and coconut
milk panna cotta spicy sizzling pork gin fizz tropical banana-nut spring rolls ...more
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L FRANK BAUM'S COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED OZ SERIES (4 VOL
SET): WONDERFUL WIZARD, MARVELLOUS LAND, OZMA,
DOROTHY AND THE WIZARD, ROAD, EMERALD CITY,
PATCHWORK GIRL, LITTLE WIZARD STORIES, TIK-TOK,
SCARECROW, RINKITINK, LOST PRINCESS, TIN WOODMAN,
MAGIC, GLINDA
4-volume hardcover set, with original illustrations by w. w. denslow and john r.
neill. contains l. frank baum's complete "oz" series (15 works), comprising: the
wonderful wizard of oz, the marvellous land of oz, ozma of oz, dorothy and the
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wizard in oz, the road to oz, the emerald city of oz, the patchwork girl of oz, little
wizard stories of oz, tik-tok of oz, the scarec 4-volume hardcover set, with original
illustrations by w. w. denslow and john r. neill. contains l. frank baum's complete
"oz" series (15 works), comprising: the wonderful wizard of oz, the marvellous
land of oz, ozma of oz, dorothy and the wizard in oz, the road to oz, the emerald
city of oz, the patchwork girl of oz, little wizard stories of oz, tik-tok of oz, the
scarecrow of oz, rinkitink of oz, the lost princess of oz, the tin woodman of oz, the
magic of oz, and glinda of oz. ...more

CHRIST THE LORD: THE ROAD TO CANA (CHRIST THE LORD #2)
anne rice’s second book in her hugely ambitious and courageous life of christ
begins during his last winter before his baptism in the jordan and concludes with
the miracle at cana.it is a novel in which we see jesus—he is called yeshua bar
joseph—during a winter of no rain, endless dust, and talk of trouble in
judea.legends of a virgin birth have long surrounded yeshua, ye anne rice’s second
book in her hugely ambitious and courageous life of christ begins during his last
winter before his baptism in the jordan and concludes with the miracle at cana.it is
a novel in which we see jesus—he is called yeshua bar joseph—during a winter of
no rain, endless dust, and talk of trouble in judea.legends of a virgin birth have
long surrounded yeshua, yet for decades he has lived as one among many who
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come to the synagogue on the sabbath. all who know and love him find
themselves waiting for some sign of the path he will eventually take.and at last we
see him emerge from his baptism to confront his destiny—and the devil. we see
what happens when he takes the water of six great limestone jars, transforms it
into cool red wine, is recognized as the anointed one, and urged to call all israel to
take up arms against rome and follow him as the prophets have foretold.as with
out of egypt, the opening novel, the road to cana is based on the gospels and on
the most respected new testament scholarship. the book’s power derives from the
profound feeling its author brings to the writing and the way in which she
summons up the presence of jesus. ...more

HARD ROAD: A CAT MARSALA MYSTERY (CAT MARSALA MYSTERY #9)
the harry potter of its time, "the wonderful wizard of oz" and the forty or so other books in the oz series
have become perennial sellers. there are oz festivals, oz fan clubs, oz newsletters, and, of course, oz web
sites and chat rooms. and now there's "hard road," a cat marsala mystery in which author barbara d'amato
shares her own love of oz.d'amato's father knew oz aut the harry potter of its time, "the wonderful wizard
of oz" and the forty or so other books in the oz series have become perennial sellers. there are oz festivals,
oz fan clubs, oz newsletters, and, of course, oz web sites and chat rooms. and now there's "hard road," a cat
marsala mystery in which author barbara d'amato shares her own love of oz.d'amato's father knew oz
author l. frank baum and as a child played with baum's children. five generations of d'amato's family have
been oz aficionados, including her novelist son, brian d'amato, who in his essay gives us special insight
into baum's world. the story begins at a big centennial oz festival in chicago's grant park. investigative
reporter cat marsala rediscovers the wonderful world of oz when she takes her six-year-old nephew jeremy
to meet dorothy and the tin man and to explore the yellow brick road, the emerald city, and all the other
oz-inspired creations to be found at the summer festival celebrating a century of oz books. it's opening day, Readable/Downloadable
and cat is babysitting her brother barry's young son while barry, a professional events organizer, confers
with dignitaries. but suddenly a day of pure delight turns into a scene of horror. cat and jeremy witness a
murder, and the chief suspect is a man they both love -- barry. he can't be the killer, but cat also can't deny
what she saw with her own eyes. cat's first priority is to get jeremy away from the devastation. they run to
the merry-go-round, but as they circle on the brightly painted animals, a shot rings out. someone is aiming
at cat, or perhaps at the boy. could barry be desperate enough to shoot at his own sister and child, the only
witnesses to thekilling? desperate to save jeremy, cat grabs him and ducks into one of the tunnels that lead
out to michigan avenue. as she and her nephew crawl for their lives, they know they are not in kansas
anymore. someone far more evil than the wicked witch is in pursuit, and the magical world of oz seems
very far away. anthony award-winning author barbara d'amato combines a fine mystery plot with engaging
insights into the ongoing appeal of the oz books in this memorable addition to her acclaimed series. for
mystery and oz fans alike, "hard road" is a special treat. includes: twenty questions in oz: an oz quiz "the
wooden gargoyles: evil in oz" by brian d'amato ...more
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CAPTAIN AMERICA: ROAD TO REBORN (CAPTAIN AMERICA VOL 5
#10)
it's one year since the death of captain america. and for the many friends and foes
of steve rogers, this is the last step on the road to reborn. for sharon carter, it is a
journey for redemption. for bucky barnes, it is a journey of reflection. for his
friends in the avengers, it is a journey of reconnection. and for norman osborn, the
red skull and others for whom the am it's one year since the death of captain
america. and for the many friends and foes of steve rogers, this is the last step on
the road to reborn. for sharon carter, it is a journey for redemption. for bucky
barnes, it is a journey of reflection. for his friends in the avengers, it is a journey
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of reconnection. and for norman osborn, the red skull and others for whom the
american dream is counter to their own selfish desires, it is a journey of
recrimination. what happens next will make or break the dream forever! road to
reborn is full of dramatic, milestone moments -- including stark revelations
concerning the death of steve rogers, key character moments and the revival of
hope that the dream still lives! led by writer ed brubaker (criminal, daredevil) -and featuring contributions by captain america legends gene colan, mark waid,
and roger stern -- this is essential reading for any cap fan, new or old! collects:
captain america #49-50 and #600-601. ...more

BLUE BEETLE, VOL 2: ROAD TRIP (BLUE BEETLE #2)
during infinite crisis, the mystical blue beetle scarab chose sixteen-year-old jaime
reyes as its new guardian, but its supernatural powers are both a blessing and a
curse. the newest hero in the dc universe will now have to deal with strange and
dangerous days as he learns to handle his new abilities. in this volume, jaime
discovers the secret of his blue beetle armor and during infinite crisis, the mystical
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blue beetle scarab chose sixteen-year-old jaime reyes as its new guardian, but its
supernatural powers are both a blessing and a curse. the newest hero in the dc
universe will now have to deal with strange and dangerous days as he learns to
handle his new abilities. in this volume, jaime discovers the secret of his blue
beetle armor and hits the road looking for answers from the scarab's original
owner. collects blue beetle #7-12. ...more

NOVELS BY NICHOLAS SPARKS, INCLUDING: THE NOTEBOOK,
MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE (NOVEL), NIGHTS IN RODANTHE, THE
CHOICE (NOVEL), DEAR JOHN (NOVEL), THE LUCKY ONE (NOVEL),
A WALK TO REMEMBER (NOVEL), NIGHTS IN RODANTHE
(NOVEL), A BEND IN THE ROAD
this booklet does not contain anything written by nicholas sparks. it is 40 pages of
reprints of wikipedia and other public domain online articles. hephaestus books
represents a new publishing paradigm, allowing disparate content sources to be
curated into cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to date, this content has
been curated from wikipedia articles and images u this booklet does not contain
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anything written by nicholas sparks. it is 40 pages of reprints of wikipedia and
other public domain online articles. hephaestus books represents a new publishing
paradigm, allowing disparate content sources to be curated into cohesive, relevant,
and informative books. to date, this content has been curated from wikipedia
articles and images under creative commons licensing, although as hephaestus
books continues to increase in scope and dimension, more licensed and public
domain content is being added. we believe books such as this represent a new and
exciting lexicon in the sharing of human knowledge. this particular book is a
collaboration focused on novels by nicholas sparks. ...more

NOVELS BY GUY GAVRIEL KAY, INCLUDING: TIGANA, THE FIONAVAR TAPESTRY, THE
SARANTINE MOSAIC, THE LIONS OF AL-RASSAN, THE SUMMER TREE, YSABEL, THE LAST LIGHT
OF THE SUN, THE WANDERING FIRE, THE DARKEST ROAD, JAD (FICTIONAL GOD), INGAVIN AND
THUNIR
please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from wikipedia or other free sources
online. hephaestus books represents a new publishing paradigm, allowing disparate content sources to be curated into
cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to date, this content has been curated from wikipedia articles and images
Readable/Downloadable
under creative common please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from wikipedia
or other free sources online. hephaestus books represents a new publishing paradigm, allowing disparate content sources
to be curated into cohesive, relevant, and informative books. to date, this content has been curated from wikipedia
articles and images under creative commons licensing, although as hephaestus books continues to increase in scope and
dimension, more licensed and public domain content is being added. we believe books such as this represent a new and
exciting lexicon in the sharing of human knowledge. this particular book is a collaboration focused on novels by guy
gavriel kay. ...more
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L FRANK BAUM: 15 BOOKS IN 1, THE ORIGINAL OZ SERIES:
WONDERFUL WIZARD OF OZ \ MARVELOUS LAND OF OZ \ OZMA
OF OZ \ DOROTHY &AMP; WIZARD IN OZ \ ROAD TO OZ \
EMERALD CITY OF OZ \ PATCHWORK GIRL OF OZ \ LITTLE
WIZARD STORIES
large paperback edition. for over a hundred years, l. frank baum's classic fairy
stories about the land of oz have been delighting children and parents alike. now,
for the first time, the entire oz series is available in this single, great-value,
edition! this unique '15 books in 1' edition of l. frank baum's original "oz" series
contains the following complete works: "the large paperback edition. for over a
hundred years, l. frank baum's classic fairy stories about the land of oz have been Readable/Downloadable
delighting children and parents alike. now, for the first time, the entire oz series is
available in this single, great-value, edition! this unique '15 books in 1' edition of
l. frank baum's original "oz" series contains the following complete works: "the
wonderful wizard of oz", "the marvelous land of oz", "ozma of oz", "dorothy and
the wizard in oz", "the road to oz", "the emerald city of oz", "the patchwork girl of
oz", "little wizard stories of oz", "tik-tok of oz", "the scarecrow of oz", "rinkitink
in oz", "the lost princess of oz", "the tin woodman of oz", "the magic of oz", and
"glinda of oz". from the publisher: we're releasing this large format paperback
edition of our complete oz series in response to our customers, who told us they
would like an edition with a larger text size than our standard format. ...more

COMPLETE WIZARD OF OZ SERIES: 17 CLASSIC WORKS INCL THE
WONDERFUL WIZARD OF OZ, THE MARVELOUS LAND OF OZ,
OZMA OF OZ, DOROTHY AND THE WIZARD IN OZ, THE ROAD TO
OZ, THE PATCHWORK GIRL OF OZ, THE LOST PRINCESS OF OZ,
THE SCARECROW OF OZ AND MORE
complete wizard of oz series! contents the wonderful wizard of oz the marvelous
land of oz ozma of oz dorothy and the wizard in oz the road to oz the emerald city
of oz the patchwork girl of oz tik-tok of oz the scarecrow of oz rinkitink in oz the
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lost princess of oz the magic of oz glinda of oz the royal book of oz kabumpo in
oz the magical mimics in oz the shaggy man of oz this publication complete
wizard of oz series! contents the wonderful wizard of oz the marvelous land of oz
ozma of oz dorothy and the wizard in oz the road to oz the emerald city of oz the
patchwork girl of oz tik-tok of oz the scarecrow of oz rinkitink in oz the lost
princess of oz the magic of oz glinda of oz the royal book of oz kabumpo in oz the
magical mimics in oz the shaggy man of oz this publication facilitates easy
navigation from one book to another. ...more

EDWARD G AND THE BEAUTIFUL PINK HAIRBOW (ROAD TO
READING MILE 3 (READING ON YOUR OWN) (STEP INTO READING,
STEP 3)
golden books' dynamic series is the only complete literacy program on the market.
this program offers books at five levels, or miles, that accompany children from
their first attempts at reading and writing to successfully reading and writing on
their own. -- mirrors current teaching methods -- fiction and nonfiction -- highReadable/Downloadable
interest stories and kid-picked topicsevelyn j. wil golden books' dynamic series is
the only complete literacy program on the market. this program offers books at
five levels, or miles, that accompany children from their first attempts at reading
and writing to successfully reading and writing on their own. -- mirrors current
teaching methods -- fiction and nonfiction -- high-interest stories and kid-picked
topicsevelyn j. will do anything to get cynthia lucinda's beautiful pink hairbow -even if it means trading her little brother for it ...more
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SILK ROAD VEGETARIAN: VEGAN, VEGETARIAN AND GLUTEN
FREE RECIPES FOR THE MINDFUL COOK [VEGETARIAN
COOKBOOK, 101 RECIPES]
"her first cookbook, silk road vegetarian, …is a thoughtful and delicious
collection of gluten-free, vegetarian and vegan recipes celebrating the foods of the
silk road"—the food network discover the secrets of healthy and sustainable
eating that have been practiced along the trade routes of asia for centuries. this
unusual cookbook is filled with richly-flavored vegetarian "her first cookbook,
silk road vegetarian, …is a thoughtful and delicious collection of gluten-free,
vegetarian and vegan recipes celebrating the foods of the silk road"—the food
network discover the secrets of healthy and sustainable eating that have been
practiced along the trade routes of asia for centuries. this unusual cookbook is
filled with richly-flavored vegetarian, vegan and gluten-free recipes that will be a
welcome change for any vegetarian or vegan to enjoy. plus, most of these
delicious recipes can be made using ingredients from your local farmer's market
or csa share! delicious vegetarian and vegan recipes include: bengali potato &
zucchini curry afghan risotto zucchini with basil vinagrette turkish baked eggplant
with mint curried lentil burgers israeli chopped salad sesame kale salad and
dozens more… dishes from the silk road have their roots in the ancient village
Readable/Downloadable
food traditions of asia, where a few healthy ingredients from local gardens were
blended with spices to create meals that are nutritious, varied and flavorful, as
well as being ethical and sustainable. author dahlia abraham-klein is a food
educator and nutritionist who draws from her own family heritage to create meals
that honor what is most meaningful about cooking and food everywhere in the
world—a connectedness to place, history and family. her book is about
developing culinary awareness and celebrating diversity—discovering foods with
contrasting tastes and textures that are simple and easy to prepare, yet totally
exciting and different. silk road vegetarian delves into the cultural and spiritual
traditions of the silk road to show how cultural traditions have influenced the
cuisine. each dish has a rich history—linking past to present in a particular place.
at the same time, the recipes address pressing contemporary needs by showing us
how to eat a healthy, balanced and yet interesting diet with locally-sourced, earthfriendly ingredients. the astonishing array of recipes in this book will inspire every
home cook. all dishes are easy and simple to prepare, and codes are applied to
identify which ones are: vegetarian vegan gluten-free try one of these recipes, and
you'll agree that peoples living along the silk road created a unique culinary
tradition that we have much to learn from today. ...more

ROCKED ON THE ROAD (ROCKED #2)
running towards her future? liss is leaving everything she knows behind for an
adventure with sexy rock front man joe hawk. life on the road is wild and
intoxicating, a constant party that ends every night with laughter and passion. or
just running away? but when the plus sized beauty finds herself falling in love
with joe but out of love with his lifestyle, she has to decide running towards her
future? liss is leaving everything she knows behind for an adventure with sexy
Readable/Downloadable
rock front man joe hawk. life on the road is wild and intoxicating, a constant party
that ends every night with laughter and passion. or just running away? but when
the plus sized beauty finds herself falling in love with joe but out of love with his
lifestyle, she has to decide who she wants to be and where that leaves her budding
relationship. under the bright light of fame a spark of love can glow or fade to
nothingness. ...more

SHAMAN KING, VOL 6: ROAD TRIP TO IZUMO (SHAMAN KING #6)
yoh travels into a pitch-black cave in search of shamanic inspiration, but before he
Readable/Downloadable
can reach his destination he must face the terrifying guardians of izumo, the land
of the gods. rated for teens. (graphic novels)
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VOODOO SCIENCE: THE ROAD FROM FOOLISHNESS TO FRAUD
(VOODOO SCIENCE #1)
in a time of dazzling scientific progress, how can we separate genuine
breakthroughs from the noisy gaggle of false claims? from deepak chopra's
"quantum alternative to growing old" to unwarranted hype surrounding the
international space station, robert park leads us down the back alleys of fringe
science, through the gleaming corridors of washington power and even into ou in
a time of dazzling scientific progress, how can we separate genuine breakthroughs
from the noisy gaggle of false claims? from deepak chopra's "quantum alternative
to growing old" to unwarranted hype surrounding the international space station,
robert park leads us down the back alleys of fringe science, through the gleaming
corridors of washington power and even into our evolutionary past to search out
the origins of voodoo science. along the way, he offers simple and engaging
science lessons, proving that you don't have to be a scientist to spot the fraudulent Readable/Downloadable
science that swirls around us. while remaining highly humorous, this hard-hitting
account also tallies the cost: the billions spent on worthless therapies, the tax
dollars squandered on government projects that are doomed to fail, the investors
bilked by schemes that violate the most fundamental laws of nature. but the
greatest cost is human: fear of imaginary dangers, reliance on magical cures, and
above all, a mistaken view of how the world works. to expose the forces that
sustain voodoo science, park examines the role of the media, the courts,
bureaucrats and politicians, as well as the scientific community. scientists argue
that the cure is to raise general scientific literacy. but what exactly should a
scientifically literate society know? park argues that the public does not need a
specific knowledge of science so much as a scientific world view--an
understanding that we live in an orderly universe governed by natural laws that
cannot be circumvented. ...more

SHADES OF GREY: I: THE ROAD TO HIGH SAFFRON (SHADES OF
GREY #1)
the new york times bestseller and "a rich brew of dystopic fantasy and deadpan
goofiness" (the washington post) welcome to chromatacia, where the societal
hierarchy is strictly regulated by one's limited color perception. and eddie russet
wants to move up. but his plans to leverage his better-than-average red perception
and marry into a powerful family are quickly upende the new york times
bestseller and "a rich brew of dystopic fantasy and deadpan goofiness" (the
washington post) welcome to chromatacia, where the societal hierarchy is strictly
regulated by one's limited color perception. and eddie russet wants to move up.
but his plans to leverage his better-than-average red perception and marry into a
powerful family are quickly upended. juggling inviolable rules, sneaky yellows,
and a risky friendship with an intriguing grey named jane who shows eddie that
the apparent peace of his world is as much an illusion as color itself, eddie finds
he must reckon with the cruel regime behind this gaily painted façade. ...more

SHADES OF GREY: THE ROAD TO HIGH SAFFRON (SHADES OF GREY #1)
from the bestselling author of thursday next—a brilliant new novel about a world where social
order and destiny are dictated by the colors you can see part social satire, part romance, part
revolutionary thriller, shades of grey tells of a battle against overwhelming odds. in a society
where the ability to see the higher end of the color spectrum denotes a better social s from the
bestselling author of thursday next—a brilliant new novel about a world where social order and
destiny are dictated by the colors you can see part social satire, part romance, part revolutionary
thriller, shades of grey tells of a battle against overwhelming odds. in a society where the ability
to see the higher end of the color spectrum denotes a better social standing, eddie russet belongs
to the low-level house of red and can see his own color—but no other. the sky, the grass, and
everything in between are all just shades of grey, and must be colorized by artificial means.
eddie's world wasn't always like this. there's evidence of a never-discussed disaster and now,
many years later, technology is poor, news sporadic, the notion of change abhorrent, and
nighttime is terrifying: no one can see in the dark. everyone abides by a bizarre regime of rules
and regulations, a system of merits and demerits, where punishment can result in permanent
expulsion. eddie, who works for the color control agency, might well have lived out his rosetinted life without a hitch. but that changes when he becomes smitten with jane, a grey nightseer
from the dark, unlit side of the village. she shows eddie that all is not well with the world he
thinks is just and good. together, they engage in dangerous revolutionary talk. stunningly
imaginative, very funny, tightly plotted, and with sly satirical digs at our own society, this novel
is for those who loved thursday next but want to be transported somewhere equally wild, only
darker; a world where the black and white of moral standpoints have been reduced to shades of
grey. ...more
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WELCOME TO MY JUNGLE: AN UNAUTHORIZED ACCOUNT OF
HOW A REGULAR GUY LIKE ME SURVIVED YEARS OF TOURING
WITH GUNS N ROSES, PET WALLABIES, CRAZED GROUPIES, AXL
ROSE'S MOTH EXTERMINATION SYSTEM, AND OTHER PERILS ON
THE ROAD WITH ONE OF THE GREATEST ROCK BA
guns n’ roses fans know the use your illusion tour went on nonstop from 1991 to
1993. they know that concerts sold out in minutes all over the world so fans could
hear chart-topping singles welcome to the jungle, sweet child of mine, paradise
city, and november rain live. they know the use your illusion tour was the last for
the band with slash and duff. but they’ve only h guns n’ roses fans know the use
your illusion tour went on nonstop from 1991 to 1993. they know that concerts
sold out in minutes all over the world so fans could hear chart-topping singles
welcome to the jungle, sweet child of mine, paradise city, and november rain live.
they know the use your illusion tour was the last for the band with slash and duff.
but they’ve only heard rumors of the behind-the-scenes shenanigans. fortunately
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for fans, craig duswalt hasn’t just heard rumors—he knows what went on
backstage on one of the longest and most popular music events because he lived
it. as axl rose’s personal manager during the ridiculously long world tour, duswalt
experienced things that would make most people run the other way and never look
back. and in welcome to my jungle, he shares the sometimes hilarious, sometimes
just plain reckless, and always insane actual happenings on the tour. a true mustread for guns n’ roses fans, welcome to my jungle delights readers with hilarious
and entertaining exclusive firsthand stories like: •the day axl rose, kurt cobain, and
courtney love got into a “huge war” backstage at the mtv awards •why guns n’
roses are forever linked to charles manson •the night liz taylor walked in on a very
nude slash—and stayed a while featuring little-known facts for the ultimate gn’r
fan, welcome to my jungle gives an inside look at what it’s really like to live and
work with a hugely popular band, from the middle of a rock and roll hurricane.
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